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Development of communication  
 
The communication process: Codifying à  De-codifying  
 
How do we communicate?  
- Primarily via speech and language  
- Speech = precise coordination oral/pharyngeal and respiratory muscles  
- Language = the understanding or rules or codes  
- Communication can be paralinguistic (tone) and non-linguistic (facial fts) 

 
The development of communication  
- This is the path from pre-linguistic to linguistic communication  
- Children typically progress from flexible non-intentional communication to conventional 

verbal intensions 
- Typically developing children will develop symbolic communication skills 

 
Pre-linguistic communication  
- Listeners interpret intended utterances (0 – 7 months) 

o Differential cries  
o Facial expressions  
o Eye gaze 
o Limb movements  

- Intention to communicate  (8 – 12 months) 
o Show objects to adults  
o Follow adults eye gaze and locate objects within the visual field (joint attention) 
o Intention to communicate is accompanied by eye contact 

 
Symbolic intention  
- Expressing intention = 12 months onwards  
- Uses a formal symbol system to communicate messages  
- The communication partner decodes the message and responds  

 
Developing communication intentions  
- The signalling of intent to communicate is referred to as communication intension  
- Infants communicate with others long before they use words (eye gazing, pointing and 

crying)  
- Use of nonverbal communication intention = predictor of the mergence of 1st word  

 
Child-caregiver interaction  
- Joint action routines  

o Enjoyable routine established between child and parent  
o The routine has sequential steps which both parent/child come to understand (peek-

a-boo and learning turn taking skills) 
 
Joint attention routines  
- Communication that directs children’s attention toward an object of event of interest  
- 1. Joint attention is highly social  

o The goal of joint attention is to share thoughts, observations and experience with 
another persons 

- 2. Typically developing children around 9 months do this by: pointing to an object of 
interest, such as an airplane in the sky and then looking toward their communication 
partner/holing up a toy to show it/by following the point or gaze of a caregiver  

 
 
	


